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The Arya Dewaker Mandir in Paramaribo:  
A Hindu Temple with a Message 

 
 
 

Freek L. Bakker 
 
 
 
 
On February 11, 2001, a magnificent new Hindu temple was opened 
in the Johan Adolf Pengelstraat (formerly known as Wanicastraat) 
in Paramaribo, the capital of Suriname. This is the temple of the 
Arya Dewaker, a Hindu organization within the Arya Samaj 
movement. The design of this building is completely different from 
any other Hindu temple in the Caribbean, or even in India.1 This 
mandir, as it is known, attracts much attention and contributes 
greatly to the architectural riches of Paramaribo as a city added to 
the UNESCO World Heritage List. 

This article focuses on the form, the decoration, and in parti-
cular the texts which are written on the temple building and its 
premises: for the most striking aspect of this house of worship is 
that it is covered by many texts written in devanagari-script, more 
than any other Hindu temple. The texts of the Arya Dewaker 
temple have a message, and this message is the main focus of this 
article. It is important to iterate that these texts are not written in a 
manuscript, but rather on a temple building and its premises. As 
such, attention must be paid not only to the texts themselves, but 
also to their context, that is, the whole temple compound.  

The point of departure of our analysis is the hermeneutic circle 
Paul Ricoeur devised for analyzing and interpreting texts. Following 
the Dutch scholar R. Ruard Ganzevoort, I am of the opinion that 
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this hermeneutic arc can also be applied to works of art of a differ-
ent nature, so, in this case not only to the texts, but also to the 
temple. Ricoeur discerns three elements in his hermeneutic circle: 
the prefiguration, configuration and refiguration. Prefiguration is 
what precedes the text: the world the author lives in and which he 
employs in his text. It is also the world of the viewer, which the 
author takes into account when creating his work. Configuration is 
the world of and within the text or the story including its assump-
tions, laws, and colors. Refiguration is the world the narrative 
evokes in the minds of the readers, the image that emerges in their 
heads (Ganzevoort 2006: 123–24).2 Ricœur’s approach prevents 
us, moreover, from falling in the trap of reification, as it makes us 
realize that a construction like this is always an expression of the 
faith of people, which means that studying such a building will 
reveal not only how these faithful experience their religion and put 
it into practice, but also show their concrete views of life.3 In fact, 
the way the designers, the users, and the visitors deal with the 
building gives meaning to it (Richardson 1981: 184; Meyer and 
Houtman 2012: 5–7). 

Applied to the Arya Dewaker temple this means that first the 
prefiguration has to be examined. Section One, therefore, examines 
the historical circumstances under which the temple was planned 
and constructed, as well as its socio-cultural context, against whose 
background the conceptions of its designers and builders will be 
analyzed. This involves giving a brief outline of the history of the 
Arya Samaj, the developments in the construction of Hindu temples 
in the Caribbean, the predecessors of this house of worship, and 
the personal backgrounds of the builders. Section Two, forming 
the primary focus of this article, describes the house of prayer itself, 
its premises, and in particular its texts, which show the intentions of 
the builders. Section Three elaborates on the impression that the 
building makes on the faithful and on visitors and discusses the 
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meaning and significance of such a temple in modern Caribbean 
society.  
 
1. History and Context 
 

The Arya Samaj  
On September 29, 1929 the Arya Dewaker (Aryan Sun) association 
was established in Suriname on the initiative of Mehta Jaimini, an 
Indian pandit4 of the Arya Samaj. In exile at the time, Jaimini 
traveled around in the Caribbean. The association was intended to 
become an umbrella organization for the various local Arya Samaj 
groups that had been founded earlier in several parts of the colony. 

The Arya Samaj was established by followers of Swami 
Dayananda Sarasvati (1824–83) in Bombay in 1875. This organi-
zation aims at a reform of Hinduism with an emphasis on the belief 
in one God, Brahman, which the Arya Samaj often call the Absolute. 
Furthermore it advocates a return to the Vedas, being the oldest 
scriptures of Hinduism, and the abolition of images of the gods 
(murtis) and superfluous rituals. This involves a return to the fire 
offering which had a central role in the Vedic religion. Swami 
Dayananda also developed a new view of the caste system, whereby 
one’s position in the caste hierarchy was no longer determined by 
one’s birth but by one’s talents. In other words, the caste of one’s 
father was no longer decisive, but rather one’s own merits and 
qualities (Jordens 1978: 116). Consequently, someone belonging to 
the caste of the Brahmans was, in fact, a member of the caste of the 
merchants if he turned out to be a good banker. This vision gave 
the opportunity to non-Brahman men, and also women after 1948, 
to work towards a position as a priest, if they so wished. This did 
not mean, however, that there were no Brahmans who were 
interested in the movement. During the 1930s the Brahman family 
of Sukul, for instance, played a prominent role in the Surinamese 
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Arya Samaj (Bakker 1999: 100–106). Today the number of Arya 
Samajis in Suriname is estimated at 29,300. The total number of 
Hindus in the country is 147,000 out of a population of 534,189.5 

On February 5, 1930 the government officially approved the 
bylaws of Arya Dewaker and granted the association corporate 
status. As mentioned earlier, Arya Dewaker was designed as a 
national organization gathering all local Arya associations under its 
umbrella. While today it indeed functions as such, during its history 
it has had to cope with some rival organizations with the same 
intention, most notably the Arya Pratinidhi Sabha Suriname, 
which was established in 1935, but closed down at the end of the 
1990s (Bakker 1999: 104–5).  

Immediately after the election of the first board, a plot of land 
of 40,000 square meter was bought at the corner of the Wanicastraat 
and the Molenpad, known today as the Johan Adolf Pengelstraat 
and the Dr. S. Kalifudistraat. On October 28, 1933 a so-called 
orphanage was founded on this land. It was in fact a boarding 
house for children belonging to the Arya Samaj attending schools 
in the city. Today this building is called the Swami Dayanand 
Kinderhuis (Bakker 1999: 103–4; Hoofdbestuur 2001: 7–8). 

In 1936 a temple was built on the area, although the official 
inauguration did not take place until much later in 1947 
(Oedayrajsingh Varma 1993: 137; Hoofdbestuur 2001: 8).6 

 
The Construction of Hindu Temples in the Caribbean 

The Hindus had already built temples on the plantations. Initially 
these were small private sanctuaries with conic domes containing 
one or more divine images, or murtis, where one person could indi-
vidually perform rituals. Usually the sacred building was patro-
naged by Brahmans (De Klerk 1998: 61, 112–13; Van der Klooster 
and Bakker 2009: 265). When the Arya Samaji’s came to the 
Caribbean in the 1920s and started to preach their message among 
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the Hindus, the faithful felt the need for rooms with pews in which 
they could convene in small groups to listen to the sermons given 
by their religious leaders. 
 

 
Figure 1: First  Arya Dewaker Temple at i ts Inauguration 
in 1947 (Oedayrajsingh Varma 1993: 137) 

 
During the 1930s these rooms were combined with the small 

sanctuaries, at least in Suriname (in Trinidad this development 
took place after the Second World War). This combination resulted 
in a rectangular hall with a platform on one of the short sides, 
where the pandit (priest) performed the rituals. In the temples of 
traditional Hindus belonging to the Sanatan Dharm the murtis were 
placed on the platform. The Arya Samajis built a hearth on the 
platform, where they could perform their havans, or fire offerings 
(Prorok 1989: 74–115; Bakker 1999: 96–97, 104, 2003: 35). In 
Trinidad the conical dome was placed above the place where the 
divine images were displayed or in the case of an Arya Samaj 
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temple, above the place where the fire offerings were made.7 Thus 
the dome was constructed above the place where the faithful believed 
they had contact with the transcendent.8 In addition, a façade was 
added. In many instances the conical dome was shaped like an 
onion. In Suriname developments took a different turn. Here no 
dome was made above the place of the images or the fire altar, but 
three towers instead at the front of the building, a construction 
inspired on the sikhara-towers found in India (Jankipersadsing 2009: 
267). The Arya Samajis were already building these mandirs with 
three towers in the 1930s (see Figure 1; Gordijn 1977: 37; Hoofd-
bestuur 2001: 15–18; Hoofdbestuur 2004: title page). The three 
towers signify the three eternal supplementary parts that according 
to Swami Dayananda together form the whole of our reality: God, 
the human being, and nature.9 Later the orthodox Hindus of 
Suriname also built temples with three towers, but these allude to 
the gods of the trimurti.10 The first Sanatani house of prayer of this 
type in the Caribbean was probably the Sri Visnu Mandir, the 
main temple of the orthodox Hindus in the Koningstraat in Para-
maribo, which was inaugurated on April 7, 1949 (Bakker 1999: 96–
97). It is likely that this functioned as a prototype for many temples 
that were constructed afterwards.11 

The change of the floor plan and the interior of the temple 
reflect a transformation in Hindu worship from an individual 
veneration of the godhead to congregational worship and a greater 
emphasis on the sermon. These alterations may have resulted from 
the necessity of the Hindu followers to explain their own religious 
beliefs after the emergence of the Arya Samaj. However, these new 
developments may have been triggered also by a dialectic with 
Christianity, which was prevalent in the Caribbean: a minority 
religion mostly follows the patterns of the majority religion (Prorok 
1989: 94–97; Bakker 1999: 90, 259). 

Two other innovations are likewise important for understand-
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ing the designers and constructors of the new Arya Dewaker temple. 
The first is that in 1934, many years before the construction of the 
Sri Vishnu Mandir, Arya Dewaker’s rival, the Arya Pratinidhi Sabha 
Suriname, constructed the first two-storied mandir of Suriname with 
a temple room on the upper floor in the Henck Arronstraat (for-
merly, Gravenstraat) in Paramaribo (Gordijn 1977: 37; Bakker 1999: 
104–5). The other innovation, taking place after the Second World 
War, was the construction of a small number of octagonal houses 
of worship covered by a conic dome in Trinidad and Guyana.12 

 
The New Temple 

In 1975 the first Arya Dewaker temple was demolished to make 
room for a new house of worship to be built on the same spot.13 
Mr. Keskarlal, B.Sc., was commissioned to draft a new design for a 
mandir, which, like its predecessor, would not have more than one 
floor. The floor plan itself was changed, however, as Harnarain H. 
Jankipersadsing mapped out an octagonal temple this time, whereas 
the previous one had been rectangular. Construction began in 1979. 

In subsequent years, a dispute arose between those who wanted 
a one-storied mandir, the construction of which did not require the 
assistance of an architect, and another group that wanted something 
more elaborate consisting of two levels, where the temple room would 
be on the upper floor while the lower floor would contain rooms for 
meals, meetings, and education. Another reason for wanting a two-
storied building may have been to outblaze the house of worship of 
Arya Dewaker’s rival organization in the Henck Arronstraat.14 In 
the end the latter group won the argument, and in 1982 the Dutch 
architect Arthur E. de Groot (who had lived in Paramaribo since 
1968) was asked to take over supervision of the construction. In the 
meantime many materials had been bought and eight stone columns 
had been put into the positions assigned to them in the old plan. 

De Groot saw it as his main task to create a new plan based on 
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the given situation and the proposals made by the members of the 
construction committee. The plan had to reflect the contributions 
of such influential persons as Ramlakhan Malhoe Mishre, Soekdew 
Hoebha, and R. Santokhi, all of whom participated in the construc-
tion committee, as well as De Groot himself and Albert Rasiawan, 
the owner of a shop next to the temple area. The selection of the 
verses to be written on the building and its premises was to be 
made by the priest council. According to Pandit Surya Prasad 
Biere, who was the council’s secretary until 1986, they decided to 
choose those stanzas that were most recited during the Aryan 
prayer rituals.15 Ramlakhan Malhoe Mishre argued for an octago-
nal temple room on the grounds that this concept made clear that 
all people are equal in the eyes of the Arya Samajis, which in turn 
suggests that this form is directed against the traditional view of the 
caste hierarchy. De Groot adhered to the idea that the temple 
room should have a dark hardwood floor. 

While De Groot had scarcely any knowledge of Hinduism 
before he started construction work in 1982, afterwards he learned 
more about the religion by studying many books and other publi-
cations. When he implemented his ideas, he was greatly inspired by 
the Mughal buildings of the Indian city of Agra. The shape of some 
of the pillars of the current temple is derived from the pillars of the 
Red Fort of that city. Yet with regard to the accolade arches at the 
edges of the roofs he was inspired by Moorish architecture. De 
Groot asserts that through Islamic architecture Indian architecture 
was also exposed to some Moorish influence. The architect also 
received much input from the Arya Samajis themselves. 

De Groot was of the opinion, however, that the building should 
also be a truly Caribbean temple, a “tropical temple” with verandas 
to protect one from the sun and the rain. Like the living rooms of 
the old colonial houses of the Surinamese officers and planters, the 
temple room should be on the upper floor so that one would always 
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feel some breeze. With regard to the white-painted checkered 
windows, the architect had also drawn his inspiration from the 
windows of the officers’ and planters’ houses.  

In April 1982, De Groot presented his plans to the board, 
which at that time had 28 members. He had constructed a scale-
model, although it proved to be impossible to show the curve of the 
principal dome in this design. His plans were accepted with only 
one dissenting voice. 

Henceforth, De Groot continued to develop the details of his 
plans in cooperation with the members of the construction com-
mittee. Other members of Arya Dewaker contributed money or 
their own particular skills in constructing certain aspects of the 
building. Even Sanatanis, traditional Hindus, made donations. The 
end result is thus not a construction designed and worked out by 
one person, but rather a building to which many people, each in 
his or her own way, contributed. On the negative side, such a 
many-handed approach also led to conflicts, which hindered the 
construction process.  

Another cause for delay was the serious political and economic 
crisis that Suriname experienced during these years. Construction 
of the temple started towards the end of the 1970s and continued 
on and off during the period of military dictatorship and the politi-
cal and economic instability that followed. Inflation only added to 
these enormous difficulties. Even people in Arya Dewaker circles 
occasionally felt despair and asked themselves whether the project 
would ever reach a happy conclusion (Kompas, February 10, 2001). 
Nonetheless they continued. During the last stage they received 
additional financial support from their Aryan friends in the Nether-
lands. Moreover many of those involved in the project, including 
the architect, worked for no pay. 

In 1984 De Groot returned to the Netherlands. While he con-
tinued to be involved in the project, the engineers S. Raghoesing, 
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A. Ramjanam, S. Sewgobind and R.I. Ramdhiansing took over 
control of the construction process. 

The official inauguration ceremony of the temple took place on 
February 11, 2001. Because of its capacity to house many activities, 
the building was given the name Multifunctioneel Centrum annex 
Hoofdmandir van Arya Dewaker (Multifunctional Center annex 
Main Mandir of Arya Dewaker) (Hoofdbestuur 2001: front page). 
At this time it also hosted an international conference. 

The house of worship was not yet finished, however: in Septem-
ber 2009 a large congress hall was constructed at the rear of the 
mandir (De Ware Tijd, October 21, 2010). This addition probably 
reflected the new needs of the community. During the 1990s vari-
ous other Hindu temples were extended by the addition of a large 
hall, which made it possible to celebrate all kinds of events such as 
Hindu festivals, family parties, and weddings. In these cases the mar-
riage ceremonies were performed in the temple room. It was also 
possible to hold conferences in these halls (Bakker 1999: 61–66). 

Today the building functions as the main mandir or most pro-
minent sanctuary of the Arya Dewaker association, which claims to 
be the umbrella organization for eighteen mandirs in Suriname 
(Hoofdbestuur 2001: 9, 15, 35), and that its temple is the national 
center of all Surinamese Arya Samajis; as such, the association 
cooperates with Arya Samaj organizations in various countries 
(Hoofdbestuur 2004: 3, 23–24). 

The mandir also functions as the principal house of worship of 
an association that runs fourteen schools and organizes Hindi-
courses all over the country (Website: Arya Dewaker). 
 
2. The Temple Complex 
 
The core of the new mandir is formed of an octagonal two-storied 
building covered by an orange dome. Orange is the sacred color of 
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Hinduism. The dome is composed of a steel construction covered 
by galvanized steel-plates. Its inner side is lathed with wood. For 
ventilation purposes eight vents have been made in the dome. A 
tower consisting of four spherical stories of decreasing size has been 
constructed on the top of the dome, while an Om-symbol has been 
placed on the top of the tower. The Om-symbol signifies the sound 
that the Hindu meditates upon when he wishes to attain a mystical 
union with God. It is in fact the Absolute God in the shape of sound 
(Chandogya Upanisad 2.23.3–4; Klostermaier 2007: 56–57, 164). Some-
what nearer the front of the area two towers have been built, one 
to the left or southeastern side of the central building and another 
one to the right or northeastern side of the core edifice. The top of 
these towers also consists of a peak with four spherical stories of 
decreasing size, but on their summit there is only a lance. A flight 
of steps leads to a floor halfway up the tower, and from there, 
another flight of steps leads to the upper floor of the core building 
where an octagonal temple room has been constructed. The temple 
room can accommodate 500 persons (De Ware Tijd, October 21, 
2010) and is surrounded by a broad covered veranda. In the center 
of the room there is a hearth surrounded by five rows of pews. 

The lower floor of the central building has a large aula and five 
smaller rooms. Two rooms are used for education and meetings. A 
third room is a guest room for traveling pandits, a fourth room is a 
storeroom, and the fifth room has a library, canteen, and shop. 

According to some board members of Arya Dewaker, the four 
floors of the building—the floor of the temple room, of the two 
towers, and of the lower story—refer to the four Vedas (De Ware 
Tijd, October 21, 2010).16 These texts, of which the oldest, the 
Rgveda, originates from around 1200 BCE (Michaels 2004: 33–35), 
form the holy scriptures of the Arya Samaj. In this movement they 
have the same authority as the Bible in Protestant Christianity and 
the Quran in Islam. 
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Figure 2: The New Arya Dewaker Temple 
(Photograph: Adriaan van Ooijen, Voorschoten, The Netherlands) 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Temple Room with a View of i ts Southern Side 
(Photograph: Rudi Moeridjan, Paramaribo, Suriname) 
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The exterior of the edifice is painted white and covered with 
fine decorations painted in various colors, although red and blue 
dominate. We have already noted that both the exterior and the 
interior are covered with texts written in the Indian devanagari-
script. The texts on the exterior are in red, while those in the 
interior are of different colors including red, dark brown, gold, 
dark-green, and light blue. In addition to the texts other designs 
are painted on the building, such as flowers, Om-symbols, and 
swastikas. In Hinduism a swastika denotes salvation and happiness 
(De Ware Tijd, October 21, 2010; Klostermaier 2007: 606).  
 

The Temple Room 
The temple room is octagonal. According to the German scholar 
Konrad Onasch (1981: 285–86), both the circle and the octagon 
are to be regarded as ancient symbols of cosmic perfection. This is 
substantiated by a view held within Arya Dewaker that the circle 
refers to the shape of the sun, the earth, and the moon. In the Vastu-
sastras, the traditional Hindu scriptures dealing with temple architec-
ture dating from 300 CE (Kramrisch 1946, 1: 11; Michaels 2004: 49), 
the octagon is called the astasra-vastupada, literally, the eight-sided 
plan (Kramrisch 1946, 1: 271–72, note 68; Shukla 1972: Introduc-
tion, xix, 23–24, Illustrations, iv). The octagon signifies the cosmic 
background of the space by alluding to the eight most important 
points of the compass, thus indicating that the temple room is a 
small replica of the universe (Deva 1969: 1–3), but simultaneously 
it recalls the stars and the planets, which are also circular.  

In the North Indian style of constructing sanctuaries, the so-
called nagara-style, the conic tower or sikhara is located above the 
so-called garbhagrha, the most holy room, where the most important 
murti is found (Klostermaier 2007: 274; Deva 1969: 2). The Trini-
dadian temples reflect this type of construction, as within these sanc-
tuaries the images are located directly below the onion-shaped dome. 
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In the case of the Arya Dewaker temple the dome covers the whole 
central temple building, while the temple room is found directly below 
it. The garbhagrha is a representation of the microcosm and the dome 
a representation of the macrocosm, the universe (Deva 1969: 2). 

The form of the temple room matches perfectly with the rituals 
of the Arya Samaj, since the burning of the offering is central to 
them. Unlike most other Hindu movements the Arya Samaj does 
not have murtis, hence their absence from this house of worship: for 
the Arya Samaj refers back to the Vedas and in the rituals of the 
Vedas the deity does not appear in images, but in the sacrificial fire 
(Klostermaier 2007: 263). During the ceremonies the faithful sit on 
pews placed in a circle. The yajman, the person on whose behalf the 
sacrifice is made,17 sits at the west side (Figure 4: 4)18 with his face 
to the east (Figure 4: 8), as the sun, which alludes to the Absolute, 
rises in that direction. The pandit, who leads the ceremonies, sits at 
his right side. This arrangement, in which the hearth is at the center, 
causes problems, because it means that the priest has his back turned 
to some of the people attending the ceremony during certain parts 
of the rituals. The vyasasana is located at the south side (Figure 4: 2). 
It is an elevated platform on which the pandit sits when he is giving 
his sermon (Jankipersadsing 2009: 269). The word vyasasana refers 
to the poet Vyasa, regarded as the author of the Mahabharata, the 
great epic that was completed around 400 CE (Van Buitenen 1973: 
xxv; Fitzgerald 1983: 612–13). But Vyasa also alludes to a pandit 
who has undertaken additional study of the religious scriptures in 
order to be able to recite and explain them more correctly (Bakker 
1999: 143–44). A picture of Dayananda Saraswati is positioned 
behind the vyasasana, thus emphasizing that the priest’s sermon is 
inspired by the thoughts of this spiritual leader. The platform for 
the choir and the musicians is located at the right side of the vyasa-
sana, the southeastern side (Figure 4: 1). Towards the wall at the 
south side there are some storage cupboards.19 
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Figure 4: Plan of the Upper Story 
(Adaptation of the floor plan of architect Arthur E. de Groot) 
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All the faithful sit in a circle in the sanctuary under the dome 
located above the sacrificial fire, in which according to the Vedic 
tradition the transcendent appears. In many temples in the Carib-
bean the worshipers sit in the hall facing the platform where the 
murtis are, or—like in the Sanatani houses of worship—where the 
Brahmans perform their role in the rituals. In the Arya Dewaker 
mandir everyone sits under the dome. This arrangement gives 
expression to the conviction that everyone is equal and is in princi-
ple capable of meeting the Absolute. In other Aryan temples the 
faithful also sit before the platform where in principle not only the 
Brahmans, but all human beings are entitled to perform the Hindu 
rituals. 

One Hindi text and seven Sanskrit ones are written above the 
windows. Six of them are quoted from the Vedas. The words of the 
seventh also come from the Vedas, but this verse is a composite of 
various separate formulae. The Vedic texts and the Vedic mantras 
that are chanted during the rituals give the people present the feel-
ing that they are close to an encounter with God, but they connect 
them also with the ancient Vedic rituals performed long before the 
beginning of the Common Era. The Aryan Pandit Surya Prasad 
Biere formulates what may be experienced there as follows: “The 
mandir is a meeting place where time pauses for a moment. The 
mind pauses as well. The atman (soul or spiritual identity of every-
one) flows freely, seeking for harmony between human being, nature 
and God.” 

Next, I will examine the background and meaning of the texts 
of the temple complex as well as with those discussed above. 
 

The Function of the Texts in the Arya Samaj  
One of the unique features of this temple compound is that it is 
almost completely covered with texts written in the Indian deva-
nagari-script.  
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Haridat Rambaran (1941–2015), who was raised as an Arya 
Samaji, asserts that the absence of divine images is the most 
important reason why texts are written on the complex, since they 
compensate for the want of murtis.20 In Hinduism the murti is one of 
the places where the deity can descend to receive offerings (Kloster-
maier 2007: 206–7, 267). This would mean that the texts take over 
the function of the murtis. Most of these texts consist of mantras 
derived from the Vedas, scriptures that according to the third maxim 
of the Ten Principles of the Arya Samaj contain true knowledge of 
God. So, one will find God through the Vedas rather than through 
the divine images that fulfill this function for orthodox Hindus. 

Nonetheless there are not many Aryan mandirs with texts on the 
walls, or just usually the gayatri-mantra (Rgveda 3.62.10, or Yajurveda 
10.2.9, 10.30.2, and 10.36.3): 
 

aum bhur bhuvah svah tad savitur varenyam bhargo devasya dhimahi dhiyo 
yo nah pracodayat.  

 
Aum, Earth, sky and heaven, may we attain that excellent glory 
of Savitar the God; so, may he stimulate our prayers (Griffith 
1976a: 198).21 

 
This verse is regarded as the core text of the Vedic rituals and is 
often recited in the ceremonies. 

I have found two other Arya Samaj mandirs with verses written 
on their walls. One is the old temple room of the ASAN-mandir in 
the Dutch city of The Hague. This room was built in 1982 (Bierdja 
1993: 19) in a large store, which was converted into a temple com-
plex that also included some rooms for education, board meetings, 
and other activities. Today this temple room is no longer in use. It 
has become too small for the religious ceremonies which are now 
performed in a larger hall within the same building. The former 
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temple room contains twenty-five texts. One of these is derived 
from the Svetasvatara Upanisad; all the others come from the Vedas. 
It is remarkable that the gayatri-mantra is missing. Only one of these 
verses is found in the Arya Dewaker mandir: Rgveda 1.164.20. In 
general these verses have a liturgical nature, although two formulae 
have a more philosophical content. These twenty-five verses are 
separate texts of hymns used in religious ceremonies rather than of 
the type that together form a song of praise. 

The second place where I found wall texts is the Arya Samaj 
Vedic Cultural Centre in Marham near Toronto in Canada, which 
was opened in 1996 (Website: Vedic Cultural Centre). The walls of this 
temple room have nine verses that come from the Rgveda and the 
Yajurveda, which together compose the Arya Samaj’s isvarastuti, or 
“Praise song for the Lord,”22 consisting of a series of mantras often 
recited at the beginning of the rituals. It is noteworthy that all these 
verses are derived from the Vedas. Three of them are found on the 
Arya Dewaker mandir as well: the gayatri-mantra, Yajurveda 10.30.3b 
and Rgveda 10.121.10d. In the vestibule of the Toronto temple there 
is a framed version of the Ten Principles. These Ten Principles are 
a combination of a creed and ethical prescriptions comparable to 
the Ten Commandments that together form the creed of the Arya 
Samaj. Six of these maxims are also found in the Arya Dewaker 
temple. 
 

Background of the Texts of the Arya Dewaker Temple 
There are one hundred and fifty-eight texts in the Arya Dewaker 
temple compound. Unfortunately many of them contain spelling 
errors (see, for example, note 28). In some cases these errors have 
been corrected by the Arya Samajis themselves. One hundred and 
twenty of these texts are in Sanskrit, and thirty-eight in Hindi. Most 
of the Sanskrit texts are small extracts taken from whole verses found 
in the religious scriptures. Mostly they consist of a quarter of a verse. 
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Sixty-one, more than one third of all these verses are from the 
Vedas. Thirty-three are derived from the oldest and most impor-
tant Veda, the Rgveda; three from the Samaveda; four from the Yajur-
veda; and twenty-one from the Atharvaveda. Nine verses are part and 
parcel of the Hindu liturgy, almost all of them being recited at the 
beginning or at the end of a ceremony. Although mantras in general 
are taken from the Vedas, these nine are not. Furthermore sixteen 
texts are derived from the Upanisads: three from the Chandogya 
Upanisad, four from the Svetasvatara Upanisad, eight from the Katha 
Upanisad, and one from the Isa Upanisad. This means that almost 
half of the texts in the compound are taken from the Vedas and the 
Upanisads. These Upanisads date from the time between 900 and 
600 BCE (Michaels 2004: 47–48). Moreover six formulae are maxims 
from the Vaisesikasutra, a text written around 300 BCE (Klostermaier 
2007: 333–34, 501), which at the time laid the foundation for a 
section on logic in classical Indian philosophy. Eight Hindi verses 
also have a philosophical nature. This means that ninety-one texts 
have a ritual or philosophical background. 

Thirty-two texts have an ethical nature: twenty-three Hindi 
texts, six verse elements derived from the Manava Dharmasastra, one 
maxim from the commentary of Sabara on the Mimamsasutra, one 
from the Canakya Nitidarpana, and one from the Pancatantra. These 
four texts date from the period between 300 BCE and 500 CE, a 
time in which classical Hinduism gradually took on its definitive 
shape.23 (Regrettably it proved to be impossible to verify the scrip-
tural location of nineteen Sanskrit texts, many of which have a 
philosophical or ethical character.) 

It has been noted above that the temple complex also includes 
thirty-eight Hindi texts. In addition to these, there are also fifty-
eight Hindi translations of the Sanskrit texts listed above. Most      
of these translations are found at the crowns of the pillars of the 
veranda on the lower floor and the collar beams of the veranda on 
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the upper floor. Twenty-two are translations of stanzas of the 
Vedas, three of the Chandogya Upanisad, and one of Isa Upanisad 17c, 
whereas six verses are translations of the stanzas of the Vaisesikasutra 
and four of stanzas of the Manava Dharmasastra. Three others are 
translations of the single stanzas derived from the commentary of 
Sabara on the Mimamsasutra, the Canakya Nitidarpana, and the Panca-
tantra. Nineteen are translations of Sanskrit stanzas whose scriptural 
background proved impossible to trace. These translations are often 
fairly free. To give an example: Atharvaveda 7.18.2c, of which the 
English translation is: “Where soma is, there it is ever excellent,” 
has the following Hindi translation: “Wherever the light of the 
highest Lord is shining, there it is ever excellent.” “Soma” is not 
the same as “the light of the highest Lord.” Later we will discover 
that these free translations are common in the Arya Samaj, in 
particular with regard to the Vedic deities. 

Six of the original Hindi texts form the first six maxims of the 
Ten Principles of the Arya Samaj. These concern the existence and 
qualities of God, the Vedas as the most important holy scriptures, 
ethics, and the role of the Arya Samaj itself. The scriptural back-
ground of the remaining thirty-two Hindi texts, the contents of 
which are also of a philosophical or ethical nature, could not be 
determined. My impression is that several of them are derived from 
teaching books about the Aryan religion. 

It is evident that the hundred and fifty-eight texts cover almost 
all areas of religion: rituals, faith, philosophy, and ethics, as well as 
the position of the Arya Samaj with regard to these aspects. An 
exploration of the placement of these texts will reveal their mean-
ings more clearly, or at least the meanings the designers of the Arya 
Dewaker mandir attached to them. The investigation will show that 
the veranda and the temple room on the upper story have only 
Vedic texts, while most ethical texts are found on the enclosure and 
the lower story.  
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Survey of Some Selected Texts 
Since it is beyond the scope of this article to present all the texts 
written on the Arya Dewaker temple complex, we will here present 
a survey of a selection of them. This selection gives an idea of their 
contents, and it also includes the most important stanzas, those 
written above the windows of the temple room on the upper floor. 
As a rule, I have used academic translations of these verses;24 trans-
lations without references are my own.25 

 
(1) Stanzas on the enclosure at the left hand when entering the 
temple compound: 
 

You are my brother and friend, you are. 
You are my wisdom and wealth, you are. 
God of gods, you are everything in me.  
(Tvam Eva “mantra”) 

 
Salutations to that One Truth without a second, which gives 

liberation! 
Salutations to that pure, eternal Brahman who pervades all 

regions!  
(Santi mantra) 

 
There is no action and no organ of his to be found. 
There is not seen his equal or his better. 
His high power is revealed to be various indeed. 
The working of his intelligence and strength is inherent (in 

him).  
(Svetasvatara Upanisad 6.8; Radhakrishnan 1990: 745) 

 
Prosper us, Mitra, Varuna, prosper us. 
O wealthy Pathya, prosper us. 
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Indra and Agni, prosper us; 
prosper us thou, O Aditi! 

(Rgveda 5.51.14; Griffith 1976a: 264) 
 

 
Figure 6: Text on the Southern Section of the 
Enclosure: Svetasvatara Upanisad  6.8d (Photograph: Rudi 
Moeridjan, Paramaribo, Suriname) 

 
It is well known that the gods Mitra, Varuna, Pathya, Indra, Agni, 
and Aditi play a prominent role in the Vedas. The Arya Samaj, 
however, prefers not to speak of gods, but of divine figures to indi-
cate that there is only one God, the Brahman, the Absolute. For 
Swami Dayananda Sarasvati (1984: 2–17, 203–4), these gods were 
no more than names referring to this one God (see also Jordens 
1978: 114, 250–51). Therefore, Pandit Ramsaroep Bansradj, who 
holds a long-standing central position in Arya Dewaker,26 freely 
renders this verse as follows: 
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O Powerful among the rulers! Let the friends of all, including 
the noble persons, be well-disposed towards us.  

Let the good ways to riches bring us prosperity. Let the King 
and the religious leaders bring us salvation.  

(Bansradj 2012: 45) 
 
(2) Stanzas on the enclosure at the right hand when entering the 
temple compound: 
 
The first texts on the right side express that the Vedas have true 
knowledge of God and that one finds highest bliss when one medi-
tates on the Om sound. The following texts encourage one to live a 
good life: 
 

Set right what has become evil. 
 

How will you find the love of the Lover with delusion and arro-
gance in your mind, as long as your mind is filled with desire, 
anger, and bewilderment?  

 
(3) Stanzas on the exterior of the lower floor of the temple building: 
 

What is not good for me, cannot be meted out by me to others. 
(Pancatantra 3.103cd; Kale 1986: 150)27 

 
The educated man sees himself in all beings. 

(Canakyanitidarpana 12.14; 1910: 82) 
 

The eternal is existent and uncaused. From existence of the cause 
is existence of the effect. But there is not from non-existence of 
effect non-existence of cause.  

(Vaisesikasutra 4.1.1, 4.1.3, 1.2.2; Gough 1975: 130, 133, 23) 
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The verses derived from the Vaisesikasutra express that from a logical 
perspective it is only natural to follow the path of Hinduism. 
 

 
Figure 7: Text above a Window on the Exterior of the 
Lower Story (Photograph: Rudi Moeridjan, Paramaribo, 
Suriname) 

 
(4) Stanzas on the interior of the lower floor of the temple building: 
 
On the collar beams of the ceiling of the interior the first six maxims 
of the Ten Principles of the Arya Samaj are written. On one of the 
walls there is a picture of Swami Dayananda Sarasvati, and a wall 
in the shop shows the tree of the ancient Indian sciences which 
seem to encompass everything. Next to it is painted the following 
philosophical text: 
 

Two birds with fair wings, knit with bonds of friendship, in the 
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same sheltering tree found a refuge; one of the twin eats the 
sweet fig-tree’s fruitage; the other eating not regardeth only.  
(Rgveda 1.164.20; Mundaka Upanisad 3.1.1; Griffith 1976a: 111)28 

 

 
Figure 8: Texts on the Collar Beams of the Lower Story: 
The First  Maxims of the Ten Principles (Photograph: Rudi 
Moeridjan, Paramaribo, Suriname) 
 
(5) Stanzas on the southern tower: 
 
The top of this tower has the gayatri-mantra. Below we find the 
following compilation of elements of seven verses derived from the 
Atharvaveda, Rgveda, Yajurveda, and one element from an unknown 
verse:29 

 
O You, bright Sarasvati, give a son who does not fall. Go forth, 
O men, conquer; let your arms be formidable against what is 
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regarded as a crime. And you, O House, that not has taken its 
life sap, do neither fear nor tremble. Live ye together and send 
us only what is good.  

 
And on the ground floor: 
 

A salutation and welcome to you. 
 
(6) Stanzas on the northern tower: 
 
The top of this tower also has the gayatri-mantra, but below we find 
a verse that differs from the one on the southern tower. It is the 
following compilation of Manava Dharmasastra 6.92 plus a part of 8, 
15, and another unknown verse: 
 

Resolve, forbearance, self-control, refraining from theft, per-
forming purifications, mastering the organs, understanding, 
learning, truthfulness, suppressing anger: these are the ten points 
of the Law; that gives jewels; stricken justice surely strikes back; 
defended, justice defends. 

 
And on the ground floor: 
 

A salutation and welcome to you. 
 
(7) Stanzas on the exterior of the upper floor of the temple building: 
 
Four texts urging people to lead a morally good life adorn the front 
edges of the roof of the second floor, one of them the often-quoted 
maxim inspired by Rgveda 9.63.5: 
 

Make the world noble and become perfect.30 
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The collar beams of the ceiling of the front side of the veranda on 
the upper floor of the temple building have fourteen verses derived 
from the Vedas which prepare the people for the rituals and again 
impress upon them the need to live a good life. To give four 
examples: 
 

O god, give us power and strength. 
(Rgveda 10.7.1b; translation based on Geldner 3: 130)31 

 
Gods, may we with our ears listen to what is good  

(Rgveda 1.89.8a; Griffith 1976a: 56) 
 

No friend is he who offers nothing of his food to his friend. 
(Rgveda 10.117.4a; translation based on Geldner 3: 343) 

 
Where soma is, there it is ever excellent. 

(Atharvaveda 7.18.2c; Whitney 1: 401) 
 
(8) Stanzas above the windows in the temple room on the upper 
floor of the temple building: 
 
On the lintels above the windows we read: 
 

O soul, be wise in obtaining riches, but be also honest.  
(Hindi verse, South-East: Figure 4: 1) 

 
Pleasantness, compliance, comfort, custom, refreshment, immor-
tality, power, in the remnant all occurring desires are satisfied 
with desire.  

(Atharvaveda 11.7.13 or 11.9.13; Whitney 1905, 2: 645;  
South: Figure 4: 2)32 
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Among the human beings the mortals call him who can perform 
the sacrifices best, to conduct the worship for the Immortal.  

(Rgveda 5.14.2; translation based on Geldner 1978, 2: 15; 
South-West: Figure 4: 3) 

 
The wisdom that Ribhus know, the wisdom that the Asuras 

know,– 
with that wisdom do thou make me today, O Agni, possessed of 

wisdom. 
(Atharvaveda 6.108.3bcd; Whitney 1905, 1: 359;  

West: Figure 4: 4) 
 

Strong in thy friendship, Indra, Lord of power and might, we 
have no fear. 

We glorify with praises thee, the never-conquered conqueror. 
(Rgveda 1.11.2; Griffith 1976a: 6; North-West: Figure 4: 5) 

 
Friends, sing your psalm and offer praise to him to whom the 

prayer is brought: 
For our great Providence is he.  

(Rgveda 6.45.4; Griffith 1976a: 310; North: Figure 4: 6) 
 

The Living is a Purifier of the Living.  
(Rgveda 9.67.8c) 

 
This verse is the only one in this room which is clarified by the 
following Hindi translation:  
 

Purify the years of your life in order to live.33  
(North-East: Figure 4: 7) 

 
I was (re)born like the sun, the ruddy one, rich in penance, 
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who, with his penance, has mounted the sky. Do Thou be our 
sole chief.  

(East: Figure 4: 8)34 
 

 
Figure 9: Verse on the Lintel above the Windows of the 
Eastern Section of the Temple Room Upstairs 
(Photograph: Rudi Moeridjan, Paramaribo, Suriname) 
 

Interpretation 
I did, of course, seek information about the interpretation of the 
texts from the Arya Samajis themselves, but unfortunately some 
people involved in determining which texts were placed on the 
building and its premises, such as Pandit Ramdoekhie Sheoratan 
Shastrie, had passed away, while those who were still alive were not 
prepared to give me the necessary information.35 Given this predica-
ment, I decided to look at the placement of the texts themselves. In 
particular the Tvam eva mantras, Santi mantras, and Svastivacanas, 
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which are often recited at the beginning and at the end of the rituals, 
and the apparently hierarchical division between the non-Vedic 
texts written on the premises and the lower floor of the temple 
building and the Vedic texts placed on the upper floor, brought me 
to the idea that I had to focus on the climaxing path a visitor follows 
when visiting the temple complex. Ancient monuments, such as, 
for example, the Borobudur on the Indonesian island of Java, show 
that the images of the reliefs gradually prepare the visitors who pass 
them for what they will see on top of the monument (Miksic 1990: 
39–45). It is very probable that the same purpose is served by the 
texts here, given their strategic placement in the temple complex. 

In most cases the visitor would enter the temple compound 
through the gate at the Johan Adolf Pengelstraat, casting his eyes at 
the enclosures to the right and left as he proceeds to the central 
building; then he would probably make a so-called pradaksina, a 
clockwise circumambulation of the building before entering at the 
front. Having proceeded thus to the lower floor of the building, the 
visitor would go outside again and ascend along one of the towers— 
probably the southern one—to the upper floor, look at the texts on 
the ceiling of the veranda and then enter the temple room where 
the rituals are to be performed. 

In this case the visitor first and foremost sees at his left hand 
verses reminding him of the rituals that will be performed, alter-
nated with some more philosophically colored verses, which give 
him some information about the absolute God. At his right hand 
the visitor sees texts telling him that the Vedas have true knowledge 
of God and that he finds highest bliss when he meditates on the 
Om sound. Other texts, situated alongside encourage him to live a 
good life. Moving forward to the texts on the exterior of the lower 
floor of the central building, the visitor encounters the ethical and 
philosophical views of Hinduism. He is told that from a logical 
perspective it is only natural to follow the path of Hinduism. Then 
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he enters the rooms of the lower story. There he sees the first six 
maxims of the Ten Principles of the Arya Samaj showing him the 
clear way devised by Swami Dayananda Sarasvati, whose picture is 
painted on one of the walls. In the shop the visitor sees the tree of 
the ancient Indian sciences that seem to encompass everything and 
he reads the philosophical text about the two birds telling him that 
his normal existence, the eating bird, has a certain background, the 
bird that is only regarding. The conclusion is that the human being 
consists of two layers: the human one and a divine one.  

Subsequently the visitor would go outside again to ascend along 
one of the two towers. After the salutation the northern tower 
shows him a summary of Hindu ethics. The southern tower shows 
him a prayer asking God to remove all fear from the faithful and to 
strengthen them to live well. The visitor then sees, in both towers, 
the gayatri-mantra, which the Hindus regard as the most important 
verse of the Vedas. In this verse God is asked to enlighten human 
beings and inspire their thoughts.  

On the veranda of the upper floor the visitor sees fourteen 
verses derived from the Vedas that prepare him for the rituals and 
impress upon him once again the need to live a good life. Then he 
enters the temple room. With his eyes he makes a pradaksina along 
the texts written above the windows. As the entrance is at the 
northeastern direction, where the sole Hindi text is written, he 
reads the other verses from the south to the east, where the sun 
rises every day. There he reads: 

 
I was (re)born like the sun, the ruddy one, rich in penance, 
who, with his penance, has mounted the sky. Do Thou be our 
sole chief. 
 

This mantra is special, since it is neither a prayer nor an exhorta-
tion; it is the only one of all the one hundred and fifty-eight texts in 
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which God uses the first person singular in a statement about 
Himself. So, it is a divine answer to the person who on his quest   
to meet the Absolute finally arrives in the temple room of this 
mandir. Here he reads that the sun that rises daily is a symbol of this 
God, which means that in principle God is also visible every day 
although this temple does not contain any image of Him. It is very 
probable that the designers of this house of worship wished to 
guide the visitors finally to this statement. Now the visitor knows 
how and where he can meet God. Pandit Bansradj explains: 

 
ADITI [The sun] is the inspiring power coming from the east 
every day. This power produces and gives energy to human 
being to perform good deeds and actions, to the plants to grow 
and bloom and to the animals to live. The good acts of human 
being also include the five yajñas (offerings)….ADITI is the 
indivisible power granted to the atmosphere….This power 
resembles a sailing boat protecting life; being powerful and 
fiery it is the best protector, a signpost pointing to what is 
best….If we wish to attain success and happiness in our lives, 
we have to go aboard of this boat which never stops and always 
sails in the right direction (Bansradj 2012: 28–29). 
 

A prayer directly follows the answer given in the temple room: “Do 
Thou be our sole chief.” But after all the texts that the visitor has 
read before, he has learned that he will only be successful if he lives 
a good life characterized by wisdom and honesty. 

Having received an answer, the visitor is able to continue his 
life with new courage and inspiration. More than that, in the rituals 
performed in the temple room, which is a replica of the universe, 
he will also find God, the Absolute who every morning appears in 
the rising sun, but also in the sacrificial fire. Just as this fire is the 
center of the temple room, God is the center—or in the words of 
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Pandit Bansradj—not merely the center, but the central power of 
the universe. 

In spite of the absence of divine images the visitor must have 
understood that everything here is about God, who will be his guide 
and give him the power to live well. 

 
The Nature of the Authority of the Vedas 

Above we pointed out that the writing of texts is a compensation 
for the absence of murtis. Although some of these texts are complete 
verses, the majority of them are only fragments of verses, mostly a 
quarter of them. In some cases these fragments are combined with 
other pieces to create a new verse. The last verse in the temple 
room is an example of this. As this combination consists of pieces 
of various Vedic verses, it is still a verse with its roots in the Vedas 
and therefore it has the same authority as the ordinary Vedic 
verses. This means that the Vedas are seen as a compilation of 
verse elements which, if necessary, can be used to compose new 
verses. This approach creates the possibility of ancient verses 
expressing new thoughts by combining fragments of various verses. 
These “new” verses will have the same authority as the older ones. 
In this way the Vedas can become a source of new inspiration. 
This also means that the fact that a verse fragment has its origin in 
the Vedas has become more important than the essence of the 
verse, for this content can be accommodated or even altered by 
combining pieces of it with fragments of other verses. The third 
maxim of the Ten Principles says: “The Vedas are the scriptures of 
all true knowledge.” True knowledge is apparently also present in 
the verse elements and keeps its value in combination with other 
elements. 

This procedure was in fact used by Debendranath Tagore 
(1817–1905), a prominent member of the Hindu reform movement 
Brahmo Samaj, who combined fragments of Upanisadic verses to 
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create new ones.36 Swami Dayanand Sarasvati, who had good 
contacts with the Brahmo Samaj, was in turn profoundly influ-
enced by Tagore (Jordens 1978: 77–84). 

The texts on the mandir also have a particular stratification, since 
the upper story contains, with the exception of one Hindi exhorta-
tion, only texts derived from the Vedas. In the most holy space 
only these scriptures are able to guide the human being towards an 
encounter with God. The rest of the temple area, however, reveals 
that the Vedas are embedded in the richness of the other religious, 
philosophical, and ethical texts found in classical Hinduism plus 
the first six maxims of the Ten Principles of the Arya Samaj. 

The Arya Dewaker temple is not the only edifice proclaiming a 
message by means of the texts written on the building. Probably 
the most famous example of a similar monument is found in the 
Indian city of Agra, which as we have already noted was a source of 
inspiration for the constructors of the mandir. This monument is the 
Taj Mahal, the mausoleum of the Moghul Emperor Shah Jahan 
(1592–1666) built for his deceased consort, Mumtaz Mahal (1593–
1631), in the seventeenth century. It is covered with verses derived 
from the Quran, the holy scripture of Islam. The texts describe the 
core of the Muslim belief, warn human beings to refrain from 
certain actions and urge them to perform good acts so that they 
will attain paradise. The complex of the Taj Mahal is a represen-
tation of this paradise (Begley and Desai: 194–244). 

The Arya Dewaker mandir does something similar. Its texts 
convey a message in which the human being is guided to an 
encounter with God, whose most important symbolic represen-
tation is the rising sun, through rituals, ethical exhortations and 
admonitions, a philosophical grounding and teaching in the most 
prominent thoughts of the Arya Samaj. 

This message is formulated, however, in two languages, Sanskrit 
and Hindi, and written in the devanagari-script; languages and a 
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script that most Surinamese do not understand. The great majority 
of Surinamese Hindus, even those of Hindustani origin, do not 
understand Sanskrit, while only those who have taken a special 
course in Hindi are able to read the script and the Hindi verses. 
Only a number of pandits and the one or two who have studied 
Indology are able to read and understand Sanskrit. So it is justi-
fiable to conclude that very few people can read and understand all 
of the texts, and that only a minority of Surinamese of Hindustani 
origin are able to read and understand the Hindi texts. However, it 
is significant that there will be many Sanatani Hindus among them. 
The message of the temple is obviously directed at the small number 
of people well versed in Hindi and Sanskrit including Arya Samajis 
as well as Sanatanis.  

Earlier it was pointed out that these verses may be a compen-
sation for the absence of divine images in the sanctuary. This 
suggestion on its own is insufficient to explain why the building and 
its premises are covered with so many texts. Another probable 
factor may be that they demonstrate the high intellectual level of 
the knowledge of the Aryan priests of the Vedic and Indian ethic 
and philosophical heritage, thus showing other Hindus that these 
Aryans are on the same level as their Brahmin counterparts in the 
Sanatan Dharm.  

Both the Hindi translations of the Sanskrit verses painted on 
the temple building and the translation Pandit Bansradj gives of 
Rgveda 5.51.14 (see above) show that the religious experts of the 
Surinamese Arya Samaj make very free renderings of the Sanskrit 
verses of the Vedas and other Indian texts. In fact, they are a 
combination of translation and interpretation, governed by the 
thoughts of Swami Dayananda.37 Consequently it is impossible for 
outsiders to interpret the verses correctly, for the Aryan religious 
experts will always claim that the translations of these outsiders do 
not do justice to the contents of the stanzas. This only underscores 
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the conclusion of the previous paragraph that the Arya Dewaker 
virtuosi do not intend their house of worship to present a message 
that will be understood by outsiders. Again, their main intention is 
to show other experts in Sanskrit and Hindi their expertise in these 
languages and in the Indian religious tradition. 

Hari Rambaran says that these texts give those Arya Samajis 
who are unable to read or understand them the feeling that they 
are part of the ancient Vedic tradition.38 This feeling may be com-
parable to what Roman Catholics experience when they see Latin 
texts or Muslims when they encounter the Arabic verses of the 
Quran. That is to say, it is not necessary to understand them: they 
serve as a reminder of the old divine tradition of their religion 
which speaks about God, who is also mysterious and will never be 
fully understood, which in turn only increases the profundity of the 
tradition. 

 
The Conference Hall  

As noted above, in September 2009 a large conference hall was 
constructed behind the temple building. The roof of the hall is 
colored orange, the holy color of Hinduism. The building consists 
of a large hall and some smaller rooms on the north and the south 
sides, some of which serve as guest rooms for travelling gurus. 

The addition of this conference hall again altered the function 
of the temple: it is now a multifunctional community center which 
gives Arya Dewaker, as a religious association, the opportunity to 
undertake all sorts of activities that build up and develop the com-
munity. In this respect it is also of importance that the house of 
worship is located next to the school and the boarding house estab-
lished in the 1930s. The new conference hall moreover increases 
the commercial possibilities of the temple complex. People wishing 
to organize parties and other large meetings increase the income of 
the temple organization. Temples having a commercial aspect is 
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not a new development, however; in the past many sanctuaries 
were also centers of commerce. 
 
3. Final Observations  
 
The Arya Dewaker mandir certainly makes an impression on the 
visitor whether it is found attractive or not. The aura of the build-
ing inspired the Dutch Arya Samajis planning a new mandir in The 
Hague to use the same style of dome as the Arya Dewaker mandir 
(Persbericht Mahler Vastgoed Ontwikkeling bv. 2011; website: De 
Ware Tijd). Sanatani Hindus building a new temple in the Dutch 
city of Almere also copied its dome.39 The many websites contain-
ing photographs taken by tourists visiting Suriname reveal that the 
Arya Dewaker mandir has become one of the main attractions of 
Paramaribo today.40 

The texts written on the temple make clear that it is still the 
main function of a house of worship to bring people to an encoun-
ter with God. Moreover these texts allude to mantras and some are 
even mantras themselves, the sounds of which are intended to move 
the hearts of visitors so that they have the feeling of entering a 
divine atmosphere. The texts also remind us of the convictions of 
those living in this community about God: God is the One and He 
delivers the human being from everything that subjugates him. The 
texts impress upon him the need to live a good life and explain that 
these ideas have a strong foundation in the tradition of classical 
Hindu thinking. Simultaneously they connect the people present 
with the past and embed them in the respectable tradition of Vedic 
Hinduism. The fact that the great majority of the Surinamese, 
including many Hindustanis, cannot read or understand the texts 
only underscores the mysteriousness of this tradition, thereby giving 
the people the feeling that it is also a profound tradition enuncia-
ting that much in our world cannot be expressed in human words 
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and thoughts. 
That these words are written on a temple complex is of course 

important. The central place of the sacrificial fire altar in the 
temple room directly beneath the large orange dome underlines 
their message, namely, that it is still the main function of a house of 
worship to bring people to an encounter with God—or in the case 
of a more polytheistic religion, with the gods or the divine world. 
The texts written on the Arya Dewaker mandir only serve to 
underscore this aspect. Although divine images are absent, the 
words on the building reveal that an encounter with God is the 
objective of its construction. 

There are acts of worship in the temple on Sundays, important 
Hindu festive days and at special moments in the lives of the faith-
ful, for example, when one marries. The faithful believe that in this 
worship the people present have contact with God. 

But the texts in the mandir also indicate another function of the 
modern temple, i.e. to provide education. A modern temple is also 
a center where people receive knowledge about the essence of the 
religious tradition. The lower floor has an aula and rooms where 
education takes place. This education includes learning about the 
culture in which Vedic Hinduism is embedded. There youngsters 
and interested persons can, for example, take lessons in Hindi. As 
Pandit Biere says: “By going to the temple your knowledge of the 
dharma increases: that is spirituality, which means that you start to 
search for God in yourself” (Biere). 

The lower story of the temple is furthermore a place for meet-
ings, and it is where the board of Arya Dewaker convenes. Origi-
nally the house of worship was also intended to be a guesthouse for 
travelling gurus, although nowadays such visitors sleep in the con-
ference hall. 

The construction of a conference hall extended the function of 
the temple complex, for now it has become possible to organize 
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conferences, and indeed many are held. When there is a confer-
ence the temple room functions as a place for reflection and con-
templation. The conference hall is also used for wedding parties 
and festivals, thereby bringing new commercial opportunities. 
Consequently it can be seen that Arya Dewaker is right in claiming 
that the complex is a “multifunctional center.” The design of the 
building demonstrates that it really is a main mandir, the principal 
house of worship of the Arya Dewaker association, the umbrella 
organization of almost all Aryan mandirs and all Aryan schools in 
Suriname, and as thus also the national center for all Surinamese 
Arya Samajis. 
 
Notes 
 

1. I am grateful to Hari Rambaran, Jai Sukhraj, Harold Jap-A-
Joe, Baudhnath Ramdas, Koos and Trees Bakker-Duin, Carolyn 
V. Prorok, and Adriaan van Ooijen for the support each of them 
provided in their own manner. Photographer Rudi Moeridjan 
from Paramaribo also deserves thanks for all photographs he made 
for the research conducted for the present article. 

2. For Ricoeur’s hermeneutic circle and his own explanation of 
prefiguration, configuration, and refiguration, see his 1990, 1: 52–
87). 

3. What is meant here is briefly explained in an article written by 
Miles Richardson (Richardson 1981). 

4. The word pandit means scholar, which means that he has great 
knowledge of religious texts and other religious affairs. He also 
leads the religious ceremonies (Van der Veer and Vertovec 1991: 
157). 

5. The tentative results of the census of 2012 estimate the country’s 
population at 534,189 (Website: Suriname Nieuws). The CIA World 
Factbook claims that 27.4 percent of the Surinamese inhabitants 
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adheres to Hinduism (Website: CIA World Factbook), that is, 146,368 
persons, 20 percent of them belonging to the Arya Samaj, that is, 
29,274. This percentage is provided by the census of 1980 (Vernooij 
1994: 61). 

6. The commemorative book, 50 Jaar Arya Dewaker in kort bestek, 
issued at the 50th anniversary of the association, reports that the 
construction of the temple started in 1946 and that the official 
opening was in 1948 (Bestuur 1979: 20). In my book, Hindoes in een 
creoolse wereld, I followed this source (Bakker 1999: 105). However, 
the commemorative book of 2001 claims that the house of worship 
was already built in 1936. This detail urged me to re-conduct my 
research. I came to the conclusion that the temple of 1936 was 
probably given a radical facelift in the 1940s and was officially 
inaugurated only after this refurbishment. 

7. These details are visible on photographs sent to me by Carolyn 
V. Prorok. 

8. I prefer to use the term “transcendent,” because it keeps the 
content of the concept open; in the circles of the Arya Samaj its 
essence is different from what is assumed by many orthodox Hindus. 

9. This remark is not only based on the studies produced by 
Prorok, the Encyclopedie van Suriname (Gordijn 1977: 37), and 
publications issued by the central board of Arya Dewaker in 2001 
and 2004, but also on my own observations in Suriname and of 
photographs of Hindu temples in Suriname and Trinidad on the 
Internet. Of course, they do not include all houses of worship in 
these two regions. The explanation given by the Arya Samaj about 
the three towers was found in De Ware Tijd of October 21, 2010, 
which, however, merely dealt with the Arya Dewaker temple. It is 
only natural to assume that this clarification also applies to the 
other houses of worship of the Arya Samaj in Suriname. For more 
information about the three eternal supplementary parts, see 
Swami Dayananda Sarasvati 1984: 223–25, 242–44, 285–302, 
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307; Jordens 1978: 251–62. 
10. This conclusion can be drawn from the symbols on the 

towers of the Sri Visnu Mandir in the Koningstraat in Paramaribo: 
In the middle we find the Om-symbol for Visnu, being the main 
divinity; at the right side the trident for Siva and at the left side the 
six-pointed star with a rising lotus in its center for Brahma (Jansen 
1993: 10, 43, 86–88, 141). Harnarain H. Jankipersadsing also asserts 
that the three towers allude to the trimurti, but his explanation that 
the middle tower refers to Brahma is improbable. Most represen-
tations of the trimurti have Visnu in the center. An additional 
argument against his thesis is that the middle tower mostly alludes 
to the divinity that has given its name to the temple; so it refers to 
Visnu in the case of the Sri Visnu Mandir. Probably the Sri Visnu 
Mandir was the first example at all of this model in the Caribbean. 
Yet it is true that the Om-symbol first and foremost is a symbol for 
the Absolute God. In Visnuite Hinduism he is represented by Visnu. 
So it is natural that in this case the Om-symbol stands for Visnu. 

11. This detail can also mean that the constructors of the Sri 
Visnu Mandir got their inspiration from the Aryan sanctuaries. In 
1987 and 1988 the Sai Baba community of Paramaribo built a 
mandir based on a design devised by Harnarain H. Jankipersadsing. 
This house of worship not only has three towers at the front side, 
but also one above the place of the godly images (Jankipersadsing 
2009: 266). 

12. The Krishna Mandir in Spring Vale, Trinidad (emails by 
Carolyn V. Prorok, November 29, 2013 and December 2, 2013); 
the Krishna Mandir in Corriverton, Guyana (Website: Fred Belomy); 
a mandir in Providence, Guyana, probably of the Arya Samaj 
(Website: Kirk’s Photos > Guyana); a mandir in La Bonne Intention, 
Guyana, probably also of the Arya Samaj (Website: Flickr); and 
another Guyanese mandir, the exact location of which I unfortu-
nately was unable to trace (Website: Guyana News and Information). 
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13. The sources of information contained in this section are two 
interviews: one with Arthur E. de Groot in Almere, The Nether-
lands, on May 15, 2012, and second, via Skype, with Ramsaroep 
Bansradj, who was chair of Arya Dewaker in 1992–2004 and on 
July 13, 2012, the date of the interview, stayed in the Dutch city of 
Venlo; an article written by Harnarain Jankipersadsing (Jankiper-
sadsing 2009: 268–70); and the Commemorative Book Arya 
Dewaker issued in 2001 (Hoofdbestuur 2001: 8–10). 

14. At the end of the twentieth century, this house of worship fell 
into decay and today there is nothing left of this temple. 

15. Interview with Pandit Surya Prasad Biere (September 3, 2013). 
Pandit Biere was secretary of the priest council till 1986, when he 
went to India. He did not return to Suriname, but decided to con-
tinue his life in the Netherlands. Pandit Ramdoekhie Sheoratan 
Shastrie was the leading personality in this council until his death 
on October 3, 1984 (Arya Dewaker, March 3, 1984, p.15). Pandit 
Sewpersad Ganesh became president in Sheoratan’s place. 

16. The De Ware Tijd gives the information without mentioning 
any source, but we may assume that the journalist received his 
knowledge from the people he interviewed, most probably some 
board members of Arya Dewaker. 

17. For more information, see Bakker 1999: 61. 
18. The last number between the brackets refers to the circled 

number on Figure 4.  
19. Both the vyasasana and the platform for the choir and the 

musicians are visible on the photograph of p.12 (Figure 3).  
20. Interview with Haridat Rambaran on July 12, 2012. On July 

13, 2012, this view was confirmed in an interview with Ramsaroep 
Bansradj (Hoofdbestuur 2004: 26). 

21. Savitar stands for the sun (Klostermaier 2007: 605). 
22. The Arya Samaaj Havana (Website: Hindoedharma.nl). This 

praise song is called the “Invocation Prayer and Communion” 
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(Shastri 1985: 5–7). 
23. The basis of the Manava Dharmasastra was laid in 200 BCE, but 

the text was finished after 500 CE (Klostermaier 2007: 50–51, 501). 
The commentary of Sabara on the Mimamsasutra stems from the 
period between 100 BCE and 400 CE (Klostermaier 2007: 501). The 
Canakya Nitidarpana probably dates from 300 BCE or 100 CE (Klos-
termaier 2007: 295, 501), while the Indologists make the “educated 
guess” that the Pancatantra is the result of a process that took place 
in the three centuries before 300 CE (Olivelle 2006: 20–21). 

24. See the books mentioned in the bibliography. 
25. I thank Hari Rambaran for helping me in translating the 

Hindi verses. 
26. Ramsaroep Bansradj has been Arya Dewaker’s president in 

1992–2004 (Hoofdbestuur 2004: 28). 
27. In the edition of Shastri and Shastri this verse is 3, 102cd 

(Shastri and Shastri 1952: 625). The website Hindu Dharma: 
samskruta shubhashitani: Hindu Words of Wisdom asserts that this verse 
is Mahabharata 5.15.17, but that is incorrect. [In Edgerton’s recons-
truction of the Pancatantra this verse is replaced by other ones 
(Edgerton 1924: 306–8; Olivelle 2006: 386–89). The English 
translation is from Swami Krishnananda of the Divine Life Society 
(Website: Swami Krishnananda Divine Life Society).  

28. On the wall of this room it is written that these words are 
derived from Rgveda 1.64.20, Atharvaveda 9.9.20, or Mundaka 
Upanisad 1.1.2. That is incorrect. It is unknown to me why this 
verse is the only one with a reference to its sources. It gives me the 
impression that this verse is a key-text in the eyes of the construc-
tors, which I try to do justice by giving it a prominent place in my 
interpretation of the texts on the building and its premises. 

29. They are Atharvaveda 6.81.2c; Rgveda 1.3.10a; Atharvaveda 
3.19.7a; Yajurveda 10.3.41a; Atharvaveda 1.28.3c or 4, 17.3c; Atharva-
veda 19.69.3a; Yajurveda 10.30.3b. The translations are derived from 
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Whitney 1: 342; Griffith 1976a: 3; Whitney 1: 120; Griffith 1976b: 
21; Whitney 1: 28; Whitney 2: 1007; Griffith 1976b: 255, respec-
tively. 

30. The Sanskrit text is: krnvanto visvamayam marnu bhavah. Marnu is 
probably an error, which has to be changed into purna. 

31. Geldner made a German translation of the Rgveda. Therefore 
I use here the words “based on.” The English translation here and 
elsewhere where I refer to Geldner is my translation of the German 
text. 

32. After the indication of the place of the verse in the Vedas and 
the origin of its translation a reference is made to Figure 4 indicat-
ing the section where the verse is written. 

33. In Rgveda 9.67.8c the first “Living” refers to the soma juice. 
This juice is a purifier for living man (cf. Griffith 1976a: 496). The 
Hindi translation of the Arya Samaj transforms this verse into an 
ethical exhortation. 

34. This verse is a compilation of Rgveda 8.6.10c or Atharvaveda 
20.115.1c; Atharvaveda 13.2.25ab; and Atharvaveda 6.86.1d, 2d, or 
3d. The translation of Rgveda 8.6.10c or Atharvaveda 20.115.1c is 
based on Geldner 2: 295. The other translations are derived from 
Whitney 2: 723 and Whitney 1: 345.  

35. I asked Pandit Sewpersad Ganesh, the president of priest 
council after the death of Pandit Ramdoekhie Sheoratan Shastrie 
on October 3, 1984, and Pandit Surya Prasad Biere, who was the 
priest council’s secretary till 1986, but they did not wish to give any 
detailed explanation. It is very well probable that Pandit Ram-
doekhie Sheoratan Shastrie has been decisive in this regard, for 
Arthur de Groot showed me photographs of constructors making 
prints of these texts in concrete, which makes it very probable that 
already before De Groot’s departure in 1984 it was decided which 
texts would be placed on the building and its premises. De Groot 
presented his plans already in April 1982. So the priest council had 
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some two years to make this selection. 
36. See, for example, verse 100 of the Brahmo Dharma, which 

Debendranath Tagore composed in 1848 (Tagore 1992: 91–92). 
More about the method used by Tagore when he made the 
Brahmo Dharma: Tagore and Devi 1994: 65.  

37. For other examples, see Bakker 1999: 154–56. 
38. Hari Rambaran, personal communication in an email, 

December 7, 2013. 
39. Personal observation, but see also website: Shri Vishnu Mandir. 
40. See, for example, website: South American Pictures. The only 

Hindu temple represented is the Arya Dewaker mandir. 
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